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Abstract 
A new class of graphs, called "book-graphs", extending the class of completely pos- 
itive graphs is defined. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the complete positivity of 
a matrix with graph in this class are given. The main questions concerning completely 
positive matrices with cyclic graph are solved. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
A real symmetric n x n matrix A is called completely positive if there exists a 
non-negative n x k matrix V such that A = wT;  the minimum value of  k is 
calledfactorization i dex of A, and it is denoted by ~0(A). 
We recall that a n x n matrix A is said doubly non-negative if it is positive 
semidefinite and entrywise non-negative, or equivalently if there exists a real 
matrix W such that A = WW v. Obviously, a completely positive matrix is also 
doubly non-negative. The converse is true for matrices of  order smaller or 
equal to 4, but it is false in general for higher orders (for these and other basic 
facts on completely positive matrices see [1,2]). 
So, given a doubly non-negative matrix, the main problem is to decide if it is 
also completely positive. This and other connected problems have been studied 
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beginning from the 1960s (see [3-5]). We can approach the investigation from 
two points of view: the qualitative one and the analytic-quantitative on . 
The qualitative approach studies the problem looking at the position of the 
non-zero entries of the matrix, independently from their values. This means 
that one has to consider the graph associated tothe matrix. The following class 
of graphs plays a central role in this kind of approach. 
Definition 1.1. A graph is completely positive if every doubly non-negative 
matrix with this graph is also completely positive. 
The qualitative problem needs a characterization f completely positive 
graphs. Its complete solution was obtained in 1993 by Kogan and Berman 
[6], with the following. 
Theorem 1.2. A graph is" completely positive if and only if it does not conta& 
cycles of odd length >>, 5. 
The analytic-quantitative approach studies the problem looking at some val- 
ues connected to the entries of the matrix. A typical result is the following the- 
orem, obtained in 1987 by Kaykobad [7]. 
Theorem 1.3. A diagonally dominant doubly non-negative matrix is" completely 
positive. 
After some preliminaries and new definitions, in Section 2 we will give the 
main result of this paper, that is the characterization, by means of analytic- 
quantitative conditions, of completely positive matrices inside the class of dou- 
bly non-negative ones whose associated graphs are "book-graphs" with "com- 
pletely positive pages". 
Needless to say, such a graph with only one "page" is nothing else that a 
completely positive graph. So we provide a generalization f completely posi- 
tive graphs, joining together for the first time the qualitative and the analytic- 
quantitative approaches. 
In Section 3 we will deal with "excellent" matrices, that are particular book- 
graph matrices, and, in this case, we will show that complete positivity is equiv- 
alent to semidefinite positivity of an other matrix. 
As an application of these results, in Section 4, we will be able to character- 
ize doubly non-negative matrices with cyclic graphs which are completely pos- 
itive. To complete this investigation, we will prove that their factorization 
index equals the order, and we will furnish an explicit non-negative factoriza- 
tion. 
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2. Book-graph matrices 
We start giving the following definition. 
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Definition 2.1. Let F be a graph with set of vertices v(F). We say that F is a 
book-graph with r completely positive pages if v(F) is the union of subsets 
t'l, v2,.. •, t',., and 
(i) ~VI, V2 ~ v(V) such that gi ¢ j  vi n vj = {Vl, ~}; 
(ii) there are no edges connecting vertices in different v/s. in case except he 
edge (VI, ~); 
(iii) gi the induced subgraph generated by v~(i <~ r) is completely positive. 
Each of these r induced subgraphs is called page of the book-graph F. No- 
tice that (Vi, I~2) may or not be an edge of F. Examples of this kind of graphs 
are the following. 
V ~\ V V I" V V 
N "\ . \ S 
"\ / 
.~Y L/ \ [  -~% 
V V ~,,'~ V V ~ V V 
~, 1'1 V I 
Recall that, given a real symmetric n x n matrix A = (a~/), the associated 
graph F(A) is defined as the graph with n vertices Vi,..., V,, and with edges 
(I/~, Vj) Vaij • O, i C j. The range (column space) will be denoted by R(A). 
By A - we will denote the Moore Penrose pseudoinverse of A. 
A symmetric matrix A with a book-graph as associated graph can be put (al- 
ter a suitable cogredience) in the following canonical form: 
A = 
u I _rj At 0 
_u2 E2 0 A2 
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Sometimes the canonical form (1) will be written in the following 
pact form: 
where obviously 
UT= (g&J “’ gf). t’r= ($tJ ‘.. ET). 
A, 0 ... 0 
0 0 ... A, 
more com- 
(2) 
In this section, when dealing with matrices with a book-graph, we will 
always assume that they are in the canonical forms (1) or (2). Now let A be 
a positive semidefinite matrix of order n and rank k in the form (2). There exists 
a matrix WT = (w,w,I+J, . w ) w- E R”, such that A = WWT. Let us consider --n 3 -I 
the projection of w, and z2 on R( W,‘), where y;’ = (clip w,). Let they be, re- 
spectively, $, and wk. Consequently, recalling a Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 
property, we have 
w; = w,rw,r*U’,, & = w,’ w,r++& 
Lastly let us define W’T = (IJ, I$ y, . z,,). 
Lemma 2.2. In the rrboue notation, if we set A’ = W’WIT then 
A’= [:;i $;;: ;I. 
Proof. The entry (1,l) of A’ is w’~w’ - _, _, J$ W,+ W, Wl’ W,T-y,. If we remember an 
other Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse property: C+CCT = CT = CTCCf, we 
have 
%$ W,’ w, w,‘W,r+E, = V$ w,r w, w,+ w,r+%U, 
= z; W: W:+ W,+ W,w, = gTA;g 
since u = Wly and Al = W, W:. 
The proofs for gTA:g and gTATg are quite similar. 0 
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Lemma 2.3. Let 
A= b 
be a real 2 x 2 positive semidefinite matrix, and y c ~. There exists x, z E ~ such 
that 
are both positive semidefinite, i f and only i f  
(3) 
2 2 
Proof, For the necessity, note that since 
X V 
is positive semidefinite, then 
(x  -y )and  (x  
--)' z --y 
h - 2y 
zY + h - y b 
are also positive semidefinite. Consequently ab >~ (h - 2y) 2, and so we can con- 
clude. 
Conversely, cases a = 0 and b = 0 are trivial. Otherwise we can find 
0 E [0, g/2] such that h = x/~cos20. If we substitute h in Eq. (3) we easily ob- 
tain -sin20 ~< (y /v /~)  <~ cos20. Notice that A = cos2/~Ai  + sin2OA2 where 
AI = , A2 = _v /~ 
and A~, A 2 are  both positive semidefinite. 
Now if 0 ~< (y/v/~) ~< cos20, we can choose 
Y =~Ai ,  y b 
Y 
On the other hand if -sin2~ ~< (y/x/~) ~< O, we can take 
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y vuu  A2 ,  - -  y b 
= -- s in20  A2+ cos20A1.  [ ]  
For a doubly non-negative matrix A with book-graph with r completely pos- 
itive pages in the canonical form (1) it will be useful to define 
= < 0} 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a doubly non-negative matrix with book-graph with r 
completely positive pages in the canonical Jorms (1) and (2)• The following 
sentences are equivalent. • 
(i) A is completely positive. 
(ii) J = 0 or 
JCOand(a  uTA**u_)l/2(b-vTA~+v)/2+(h _uTA* ~L,') >/ 2~j  "TA*~'" 
- -  - - - -  - -  E ju - - i  i El" 
Before proving this theorem we note that A = WW T where 
wT = (--Wl "--'2 Vi T ~T . . .  Wf). The Wi T are pairwise orthogonal,  and w, and 
"£2 can be decomposed into the sum of their r components on R(W/it), and a 
last orthogonal component.  So, according to Lemma 2.2, we can write 
/" 
a = Z_uTA+_u, + a i ,  
/=1  
where a± is the norm of the orthogonal  component.  In a similar way we have 
r r 
b = + b±, h = + h± 
i=1  i=1 
It will be convenient o put a~ u~A,+_u~, h~= u_TA;v_,, b~ = ETA+E, so A can 
be decomposed into the following sum, said decomposition on pages: 
A = 
/a l  h~ Ul T 0 ~r 
h~ b~ ~[ 0 7 
ut El A1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
. . .  0 T 
. . .  0 T 
• " O 
• " O 
" '  O 






h2 O, ~ ~ . . .  _o ~ '  
b2 01 ~ ~ . . .  0 7 
0 O O ..- O 
E2 O A2 • - - O 
0 O O . . .  O 
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+ ... + 
t a,. h, 0 T 0 v 
h,. b,. 0 T 0 T 
0 0 O O 
0 0 O O 
_u r v,. O O 
uT~ 









h, 0 T 0 T 
b 0 T 0 T 
0 O O 
0 O O 
0 O O 
17 
. . .  0 T 
. .  0 T 




Every summand on the right-hand side is positive sere±definite. The only 
negative lements are hi = _uiVA+_vi when j E J and, in case, h±. We will denote 
the first r summands with Ci (1 <<.i<<,r) and the last one with C±. Note that 
now each of these matrices has completely positive graph. 
Lastly note that with this notation the inequality at point (ii) becomes 
(ax /~ + h±)/2 + ~i~.s hi >~ 0 and also that it is h± + ~ir l  hi = h ~> 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (ii) ~ (i). We will try to make Ci non-negative by adding 
positive semidefinite matrices obtained from C±. Let us consider the positive 
semidefinite matrices 
(aihi bihi) ( i=1 .  ,r) and (am hi bah±)' 
Case I (J = 1~ and h± ~> 0). Ci (I ~< i ~< r) and Cl are doubly non-negative 
and so completely positive, since their graph is completely positive, and such 
is A. 
Case H (J = G) and hi < 0). In this case ~]',-i hi > 0, so we can write 
(~ h)=£(  a i+~a± hi+'-~h'~' h±\ 
b i=, h i+~h± b i+~bL) '  
It is easy to verify that each summand is non-negative. Moreover it is pos- 
itive semidefinite, since it is 
a, + ~-]~i:lh'a± 2_,,=t ' ] ai hi h± 
z @ . 
2_.,i t h/ Z-,/=1 ,~l / 
where both matrices on the right-hand side are positive semidefinite. So if we 
put 
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C' = Ci + b± 
' ~ o 
(1 4i<<.r), 
(7,.' (1 ~< i ~< r) is doubly non-negative and so it is completely positive (the graph 
is completely positive). Therefore A is completely positive, since 
A = ~l  ~<,~<rC~. 
Case I I I  (J #O and (~+h±) /2  + ~/z jh j  ~>O). If we put 
y=-~;z jh j ,  we have 0 <y<~( av#a~+hz) /2 .  According to Lemma 2.3 
there exist x, z/> 0 such that 
= Jr- 
h± b± y h± -y  b± 
where the two matrices on the right-hand side are positive semidefinite; note 
that they are also non-negative. Getting K = {k~< r[uTA;v_'k >1 0}, it is easy 
to verify that we have the following decomposition: 
b h~+~(h±-y)  bk~- "' (b±-z) 
• Z--.lIcK I ~ IcKh l  
a t  Y v 
+ 0 " b~ - h i ~ " 
Each of these matrices is non-negative, in fact 
hk ~ +h± -y  h 
hk -+ - -  (hi - y) = hk ~:~Kh:  -- h~ - -  >- O. 
~:~K ht ~:~x hi ZI~K hi 
Moreover it is also positive semidefinite, since each summand is the sum of 
two positive semidefinite matrices. We can conclude as in Case II if we put 
q = 
a± - -X  
h~ Y G +~ h± O- 
c ,  - ~ z O_ ~" 
0 0 
h±-y o f) 
b± - z 
o 
(i C X), 
(i ¢ J). 
(i) ~ (ii). Let A be completely positive. Let J ~ ~ and we prove that 
(ax /~ + h±)/2 + ~j~ j  hj >~ O. LetA = VV T where V ~> 0. Since A is in the ca- 
nonical form (1) we can order the columns of V in the following form: 
V = 





C T . . , 
a_~ 
, . . 
V2  " " " 







Now _c i = -%1 + c,± where _c,i I 6 R(ViT), ci ± _L_  R(~iT). The same for di. So we 
have A = 144,V ,T where 
W = 
.T .. C T cTI cT  --c-TII Call " -rll 
-4~-4-4  _all a,\ 
VI O --. O O O 
O E ..- O O O 
. . - . .  • . 
o o ... v~ o o 
" -~,.\ C 
.. _<5 _dl 
• . O O 
O O 
.. 0 o j  
Furthermore let M7 = (c/i I d_ill), N7 = (ci± di± ), NiT = (c'± d l ) .  So 
ai hi ) 
Lastly let 
(x Y) = ENS,  
y Z jqJ 
( ) NINT + ~N,  N T= ai h i .  
1 h i  b i  
( r 
a± - x & - = NINI + EN, N,T -- ZNjN~ = N±N~ + ZNkNJ.  
h± - y b i  I i~ J  - ~.~x 
Both matrices on the left-hand side are positive semidefinite. By Lemma 2.3 it 
has to be 
-v~b2 + h± v'Z+b. + hi 
2 ~<Y~< 2 
Nevertheless y + • jh j  = Yb (c~±dj± + c~l_dtl ) = ~ j  c~_dj ~> 0 since G, dj >~ 0. 
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hi b, -- 1 2)  ) 
(a3 h3 5 -1) h4~ = (l ;) 
h3 b3 -1 2 ' b4 J \2  ' 
21 
h b± -1 5 
So J = {2, 3}, K = {1, 4}, and ( av /~+h±) /Z+~ic jh /=0.  Following The- 
orem 2.4 the first two rows and the first two columns of C' i are, respectively, 
06)' ( ;  03)' (3  0 ~)" 



























you find J = {1}, X = {2}; but (~+h±) /2+~-~jc  J hj =@ < 0. Conse- 
quently, by virtue of Theorem 2.4 you can conclude that A is not completely 
positive. 
3. Excel lent matrices 
Now we consider the case of a completely positive graph with n - 1 vertices 
~, . . . ,  V,, where ~ and V, are not connected among themselves. If we add an- 
other vertex V~ connected only with ~ and V,, such a graph is called excellent 
graph. A doubly non-negative matrix with this graph is called excellent matrix, 
that we can put in the canonical form 
A = , (5) 
I 
a2.,, = a,,.2 = 0, b_ = ( / / :  0 . . .  0 /L )  v.  
It will be useful to put _b = b_~ + b: where 
b, = (l~2 0 ..- 0 0) T b~ = (0 0 ... 0 ~,,)T 
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b__ = b__ l - b2 , A -  = 
1 
Notice that A1 has completely positive graph, and f12, fi, ~ 0. This kind of 
graph is a particular case of a book-graph• Two examples are the following. 
v; V4 Va v4 
Theorem 3.1. Let  A be an excellent n x n matr ix  in the canonical fo rm (5). Then 
A is completely positive i f  and only i f  A is positive semidefinite. 
Proof. I f  A is completely positive, there exists V >~ 0, A = VV T. It is easy to 
prove that V must have the form (except for column permutations) 
_~',T ~'(~ 0 T 
_~] o • ~,,T 
0 T 0 T V "ry 
- -  - -  - -3  
V z . . . . 
0 T 0 T ,tttT 
- - G~ 1 
0 v ,,,T ~i;,~ 
_ V n 





to  w 
__~,;T 0 T 
0 T ~tttT 
0 T V lIlT 
-- --3 
0 T ,tilT 
- -  Vn- I  
you can immediately verify that A- = V- v-X; so A- is positive semidefinite. 
Conversely, since A and A are positive semidefinite, 3W, W-n  × n such 
that A = WW v, A = W- W x. I f  we write their first row, we have 
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w, ' w~- I  
Nevertheless, since Wl Wj T = At = W l WI -T, we can pick out Wj = WI without 
loss of  generality. It is also [[w I [] = ]]_w[ ] = a. Let us define 
l 1 
= ~ (_w, + _wT), ~ = ~ (w, - w,) .  16) 
So w~ = u + v and u ± v. I f  we write Wj by rows 
14, T \w  
remembering that wT_wl ---- ~2 = wTw[, wTu-z ', = fl,, = --wTw[, yOU can see that 
is 
w~u_=fi2, , zTu=0 (2<i<~n) ,  
ET_v=O (2~<i<n) ,  wTv=f i , ,  
hence Wl_u = b 1, W~_v = b~. 




k b~ b2 A l /  
and it is doubly non-negative. Its graph is AI graph plus two leafs, so it is com- 
pletely positive and such is ,4 too. Hence YV ~> 0 with A = PPT 
pT = (~0 ~ _v2 . . .  ~,,). 
Lastly let us put V T = (_v o + _vl v 2 ..- v,,) >~ 0. You can see that 
T , v2(V'o+E,)=fl2 , vT(_Vo+_V,)=O (2<i<n) ,  
~(~,, +_~1) =/3., (_~0 +-~,)~(-~o +~,)  -- a. 
All this means that W T = A. [] 
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Note 3.2. When /~2 = 0 or /~n = 0, Theorem 3.1 is still true, but it becomes 
trivial. For an example, if/~2 = 0 we have A _= A- and so "A completely positive 
if and only if A positive semidefinite" that we already knew (the graph is 
completely positive!). 
4. Cyclic matrices 
A symmetric n x n matrix is cyclic if its associated graph is a cycle with n 
edges. Such a matrix can be put (after a suitable cogredience) in the following 
canonical form: 
/ al hi 0 0 
ht a2 h2 0 
0 h2 a3 h3 
0 0 h3 a4 
Z Z " 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
~h, 0 0 0 
• . .  
0 0 h.'~ 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
a,, 2 h, 2 0 
hn-2 an I hn 1 
0 hn 1 an J 
(7) 
When n is odd, cyclic matrices have not completely positive graph• Never- 
theless these graphs are included in the class studied in Section 3, so we can ap- 
ply Theorem 3.1. In this case we will see that the complete positivity depends 
only on the product of  the non-zero subdiagonal entries• To prove this we will 
need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  A is a completely positive eyclic matrix of order n > 3, then 
q~(A) >~ n and rk(A) >~ n - 1. 
Proof (A = vvT~v>~0n×m,  vT(_vl ...E,')). S incerer  2=a,2~0,  t_' 1 and22 
have not separated supports• So in V there is at least one column with first and 
second co-ordinate # 0. Each of these columns must have the remaining co- 
ordinates equal to zero (otherwise we would have a triangle in the graph!). For 
the same reason in V there is at least one column with only second and third 
co-ordinate non-zero and so on. Hence in V there must be at least n columns, 
that is q~(A) /> n. 
I f  we put in order these columns, we have 
V = 








0 0 0 .- 0 
+ 0 0 0 
+ + 0 0 
0 + + 0 
0 0 0 .. + 
0 0 0 - . -  + 
0 0 0 --. 0 
where "+"  means "non-zero" entry. 
The submatrix obtained by taking 
(n - 1) rows is non-singular. So rk(A) 
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the first (n -  1) columns and the last 
= rk(V) >~ n - 1. [] 
becomes 
Theorem 4.2. I rA  is cTclic, doubly non-negative, in the Jorm 7) o.1 odd order 
n >~ 5, it is completely positive i f  and only i f  
n 
det (A) ~> 4Uh i .  
I 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 rk(A) /> n - 1, so a principal submatrix of  order n - 1 
non-singular does exist by ([8], Lemma 2.3). Without loss of  generality we can 
assume that the canonical form of A is 
_b A 1 
where A 1 is non-singular. 
From Theorem 3.1 A is completely positive if and only ifA is positive semi- 
definite. Since det(Aj) > 0, this is equivalent o det (A )  ~> 0. 
Finally note that in this case 
det (A) - det (A )  = 4ht h. det 
n 
= 4Hh, .  
1 
/h2  a3 h3 ' '  
0 h3 a4 ' '  
: : : " . .  
0 0 0 ...  
0 0 0 ...  




an 2 h. 2 
hn-2 an-I 
0 h.-I 
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Example 4.3. Let us consider the following doubly non-negative matrix (!2OO!) 
5 6 0 
A= 6 14 4 . 
0 4 9 
0 0 1 
Since det (A) = 300 and 4 l-ISl hi = 192, according to Theorem 4.2 A is com- 
pletely positive. Non-negative factorizations of A will be given in Example 4.6. 
Note 4.4. If you apply the proof of Theorem 4.2 when n is even, everything is 
similar, except hat det (A) - det (A )  ~ -41-I~ hi. So this time you find that A 
is always completely positive (that is obvious, since the graph is completely 
positive). 
Now we introduce some more notation. 
Let M be any k x k matrix. We can write 
M= Q . 
_v x 
We set 
m = det (M), q = det (Q), 
n det (  a UQ) (Q  b)  = , l = det , 
w z_ 
r=det (  w Q) '  p=det (vQ_  d ) "  
Lemma 4.5. In the preceding notation, i l k  >~ 3 then np - Ir = mq. 
Proof. We will prove, at first, that the following operations do not modify the 
quantities np, lr, mq: 
1. Exchange between ith andjth rows i , j  E {2, . . . , k -  1}. In fact n,p , l , r ,m,q  
only change sign. 
2. The same for columns. 
3. Addition ofith row (2 <~ i ~< k - l) to j th (1 ~<j ~< k) one. In fact n,p, l, r, m, q 
do not change. 
4. The same for columns. 
Now we can have three cases: 
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Case I (rk(Q) = k - 2(=~ q # 0)). Through (1) and (3) we can make Q diag- 
onal 
Using (3) for j 
D 
_v y 
= 1 and j = k we can obtain 
M" = w' D 
0 T d ' , /  
np- l r  and mq are not changed, but now you can easily verify that is 
np - Ir = (a'd' - b'c')q 2 = mq. 
Case H (rk(Q) = k - 3(=~ q = 0)). Like in Case I we can make Q diagonal. 
This time we obtain M' with 
D = d iag(q l , . . . ,  qk-3, 0). 
So, using Eq. (3) we are able to make zero the first k - 3 co-ordinates of_u T 
and v T. Hence we arrive to 
I a 0 ".. 
wl q1 




0 0 zj 
qk-3 0 zk 3 
0 0 z 
0 v d 
In this case we find np - I r  = 0 = mq. 
Case I l l  (rk(Q) <~ k - 4). It will be qk 3 = 0 too. So n, l, r ,p = 0 and we can 
conclude. [] 
In the notation used in the preceding lemma, note that if A is cyclic, in ca- 
nonical form (7), we also have 
det (A) = a ,m - h~p -h ]n  ± 2h lh , r  
det(A ) = aim - h~p-  hZn ± 2h ,h , r  
(+ when A has odd order); 
(+ when A- has odd order). 
(8) 
Using Lemma 4.5 and these equalities, we can prove the following theorem, 
which produces a constructive non-negative factorization of  a completely pos- 
itive cyclic matrix. Note that, since rk(A)  ~> n - 1, we can assume A in the form 
(7) and Ai non-singular. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let A be completely positive, cyclic of order n > 3, in the form (7), 
and Al non-singular. Then (p(A) = n. 
Furthermore A = VV T with 
V = 
v~ 0 0 
hl~t71 ~ 0 
o 
0 0 h3 ~ 
0 0 0 












where ci is the determinant of the submatrix obtained by taking the first i rows 
and columns of the Jollowing (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix: 
= 
fi hj 0 0 . . .  0 
hi a2 h2 0 ... 0 
0 h2 a3 h3 "" 0 
0 0 h3 a4 ' ' "  0 







h,, i 0 
an h, 
h,, a l - f i  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




(m, n,p has been defined in Lemma 4.5). 
Proof. A- is positive semidefinite. Since det(A) - det(A-)  = ±41~hi  # O, 
either A or A is non-singular. So dim(w~,w~,~_,2 w3, . . . ,w , )= n. (w; were 
introduced in Theorem 3.1) 
Moreover  from Eq. (6), since (__wlw~) = (_u,_v), we have also 
dim (u, v, w2,.. .  ,_%) = n; 
so either u_ or v does not belong to (w2,.. .  ,w,). Let it be u. 
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We can consider the matrix .4 = ~-wT where ~-T = (u_ w2 ...  w,, v) 
/uVu  hj 0 0 . . .  0 0 0 
hi a2 h2 0 • • • 0 0 0 
0 h2 a3 h3 . . .  0 0 
0 0 h3 a4 • . .  0 0 
0 0 0 0 ""  a~-i h,, i 
0 0 0 0 .-. hn-i a,, h~ [ 
/ 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 h,, vTv 
is doubly non-negative and has rank n. Let ci the determinant of  the subma- 
trix of  A obtained by taking 
ci > 0 (1 ~<i~<n), c,~+1 =0.  
Let us put 
V = 
x /~ 0 0 
hi ~f~ ~ " 0 
0 
0 0 h3 '~ 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Now we will prove that A = VV v. 
the first i rows and columns. We have 
" ' "  0 
" "  " 0 
• • • 0 
0 






For a,y (i ¢ j) the check is trivial. For 
ai, (2 ~< i ~< n) it is easy, applying the equalities 
c2=a2c~-h~,  c ,=a ,c , _ , -h~_ ,c~_2  (3~<i~<n+ 1). (9) 
Concerning the case alj, we have to prove that 
h]c,_ 1 
a = cj +-  (10) 
Cn 
Noting that cn+~ = 0, and using the second equality (9) for i = n + 1, we ob- 
2 tain 0 = an+lcn - hncn I, that is 
h~cn 1 __ an+I ~- uTL," 
Cn 
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So 
h~G- i  
C1 4 - -  - -  bl Tbl ~- uTu. 
Cn 
Remembering Eq. (6) and that ]lwl H = II-w[ II = a, we obtain Eq. (10). 
Finally let us put uTu = fi and vTv = a -- fl; since det (,4) = 0 and using the 
notation given before this theorem, we have 
0 = det (,4) = f l[(a, - f l )m - h2,n] - h~[(al  - f l )p -  h]q] 
that is a quadratic equation, whose solutions are 
a,m + h~p - h2n 
f i=  2rn 
_+ v /a2m 2 + h4p 2 + h4n 2 + 2alh~mn - 2alhZmn - 2hZhZnp - 4a lh~mp + 4h~h~mq 
2m 
Using Lemma 4.5 that gives mq = np-  r 2 and Eq. (8) we can transform the 
discriminant into 
(a ,m - h~p - h2nn + 2h lhnr ) (a im - h~p - h~n - 2hlh~r) 
= det (A) det (A )  >~ 0. [] 
Note that Theorem 4.6 gives two different factorizations (corresponding to 
the two different values of  3) only if A and A are both non-singular. 
Example 4.7. Let us consider the completely positive matrix of  Example 4.3 /i2ooi/ 5 6 0 
A= 6 14 4 . 
0 4 9 
0 0 1 
The equation det (4) = 0 is now 20932 - 926fi + 1016 = 0 which solutions 
are 2 and 5081209. For fl = 2 you can find cl = 2, c2 = 6, c3 = 12, c4 = 12, 
c5 = 12, so you obtain /i 0001/ o o v= • 
0 v~ i 
0 0 I 
In a similar way, with fl = 508/209 you can find 
V = 
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:~o  o o~'  
~ ~  o o o 
o ~ ~  o o 
o o ~ ~  o 
~o o o ~ ~  
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